Nursery home learning 8/06/20
Goldilocks and the Three Bears

Recap the story of Goldilocks and discuss the characters and the plot
together.
What happened at the start of the story?/the middle/ the end of the story?
What was your favourite part and why?
Have a go at this weeks activities:
v With the help and supervision of a grown up use the internet to find out
about different bears.
v Draw pictures and write facts about the different bears you have found out
about.
v Have a go at painting or drawing your own bear or a bear from the story
using whatever equipment you have at home. Don’t forget their eyes, nose,
mouth and ears.
v Learn the song ‘teddy bear teddy bear turn
around’https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=76wc4xdgzGk
and ‘the bear went over the mountain.’
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=BMPYnUS2sG0
v Have a go at making a shaker using an empty bottle and pasta or whatever
else you can find to put inside. Get a grown up to help you seal the bottle
up. Use it to perform the songs you have learnt! You could also have a go at
making your own drum!
v Clapping syllables game…watch the YouTube clip to introduce the concept of
syllables. https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=9S7DY2lgJlU
Have a go at clapping different words and names and count the syllables.
How many syllables has baby bear/ Goldilocks/bed/bowl/chair/kitchen got?
How many syllables are in your own name and names of your family? You
could use your shaker or drum you made to shake/ bang the syllables.
v Make a collage of the cottage from the story or draw it if you haven’t got
any collage materials. Think about what shapes you need to cut out for the
roof/ windows/ door/ sun in the sky. Can you name the shapes?
v Watch the video for number 8 on Ten town and have a go at drawing then
Collaging number 8. You may want to print a number 8 off the computer to
use. Find sets of 8 things around the house….8 cups, 8 bowls, 8 crayons etc
Keep up the hard work Nursery!
Miss Robinson and Mrs Freeman

